Cardinal
Finished size of each quilt is 18" x 18"
Requirements for two quilts –

A R T Q U I LT P A T T E R N
and Step-by-Step Fusing Instructions

You can buy a
fabric kit from
friestyle.com
on the pattern page
listed with the pattern.

Cardinal

If you have NOT bought my fabric
kit, requirements include:
n 1/2 yard of background fabric for each quilt
n 2 eighths of a yard of two different red fabrics
n A fat quarter yard of pink fabric
n 2 fat quarter yards of two different green fabrics
n A fat quarter of brown fabric
n Scraps of orange and black fabric
n A 6 x 20 inch piece of fabric for the binding of each quilt
n A fat quarter yard of fabric for the backing fabric

If you have bought my fabric kit, it includes:
n 1 yard of Frieda’s hand-dyed multi-colored background fabric
n 1/8 yard of Frieda’s hand-dyed red silk three-tone fabric
n 1/4 yard of Frieda’s hand-dyed two-tone green fabric
n 1/4 yard of Frieda’s hand-dyed brown tree fabric
n 1/8 yard of Frieda’s hand-dyed two-tone pink fabric
n 1” square of Frieda’s orange hand-dyed fabric for the beak
n 5” square of black for the mask and eye

Materials
n Rotary cutter, mat and ruler
n Decorative (pinking and wavy) rotary blades  
n Sharp embroidery
scissors       
n Sharpie® extra
fine black marker or
FrieStyle Designs
mechanical pencil
www.friestyle.com
n Iron
frieda@friestyle.com
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Other supplies
n 2 yards of WonderUnder© by Pellon, fusible web
(it says #805 on the end of the bolt)
n Quilt batting

18" x 18"
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This is a completely fused art quilt. No need to satin stitch the outline of any of the pieces. This is a piece of
ART and will never be washed.
The following directions are for making Cardinals. The finished quilts will measure 18” x 18” each.
Materials to make both quilts:
 1 yard of Frieda’s hand dyed multi-colored background fabric
 1/8 yard of Frieda’s hand dyed red silk three tone fabric
 1/4 yard of Frieda’s hand dyed two tone green fabric
 1/4 yard of Frieda’s hand dyed brown tree fabric
 1/8 yard of Frieda’s hand dyed two tone pink fabric
 1” square of Frieda’s orange hand dyed fabric for the beak
 5” square of black for the mask and eye
 20" x 20" of batting for each quilt
 20” x 20” piece of backing fabric
You can buy a fabric kit from my website at friestyle.com on the pattern page listed with the pattern
Other tools needed:
 2 yards of fusible web (I prefer Wonder Under it says #805 on the end of the bolt)
 Rotary cutter, mat, ruler, and a pinking decorative blade for a 45mm rotary cutter handle for the fused
binding
 Box of parchment paper or a Teflon pressing sheet
 Sharp embroidery scissors
 Mechanical pencil and white marking pencil
 Sharpie extra fine marker
 Iron
Basic Fusing: Please read this first.





Prewash all of your fabric and then iron the fabric with steam to remove the wrinkles.
Apply fusible web to the back of your fabrics with a hot dry iron.
Let the fusible web cool and then remove the release paper as you work with each piece of fabric.
Keep the release paper intact so that you can reuse it to transfer designs from the pattern to the back of the
fused fabric. You will also rebuild some design elements on top of release paper and then put them on the
quilt top as a whole unit.
 If you tear or lose your release paper, you can always use parchment paper to transfer your designs. I will
use the term release paper in the following directions but either the release paper or parchment paper can be
used in each reference.
 To transfer designs from the pattern to the back of the fused fabric, place the release paper over the pattern
and trace the shape of the design using either a mechanical pencil or black sharpie marker. Place the marker
or pencil side of the drawing against the fused side of the fabric and either a) rub the pencil tracing with
your fingernail or b) heat with a hot dry iron the pencil/marker line. The markings should transfer to the
fused fabric. Remove the release paper and cut out the design right on or just inside the transferred line with
a sharp rotary cutter or a pair of sharp scissors.
 I use a pencil when I am working with light colored fabrics so that the pencil line will not show through the
fabric. But with dark colored fabrics, you have to use a sharpie marker to be able to see the line. Be sure and
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cover any exposed fused fabric with an extra piece of release paper when you are using a hot iron so that the
fusible does not attach to the iron and your iron stays clean.
 Tack fusing is lightly ironing fabric together just enough to heat them to stay together. Don’t press too hard
or you will over fuse the fabric.
Fusing your fabrics:
1. Before you begin, wash all your fabrics to remove any starch or chemicals (this is not necessary if you bought my
fabric kit), then steam press all of your fabrics and batting to remove any wrinkles or creases. Now turn off the
steam and use a hot dry iron to apply the fusible web to the fabric.
2. Apply fusible web to the back side of these three fabrics – 1/8 yard of three tone silk for the Cardinal, ¼ yard of
two tone green for the leaves, 1/4 yard of brown for the trees and the black for the accent on the birds. To apply the
fusible web, use a hot dry iron with the tacky side of the fusible against the back side of the fabric. Let the fabric
and fusible web cool, then peel away the release paper (release paper is the paper that the wonder under fusible web
sits on).
Whenever cutting out a shape, be sure and remove the paper first before cutting to get clean crisp edges.
3. Keep this release paper intact because you will be using it throughout the process of creating your Cardinal
pattern.
4. Layer the batting unit with backing fabric, pressing it together to get a nice smooth sandwich. Set this aside.
Preparing the background and making the Spring Cardinal:
1. Cut from the multicolored background fabric a square of fabric that is 18” x 18”. You have enough fabric to cut
two of these squares to make each of the designs. The rest of the background fabric will be used for the border and
binding, so set it aside.
2. Remove the release paper from your fused red silk fabric. Save this paper.
3. Using a black extra sharp Sharpie marker, trace the outline of each shape separately on a piece of release paper or
parchment paper by placing the release paper or parchment paper over the paper pattern.
 cardinal (#1) wing shape(#2) orange beak (#5) ( numbers correspond with paper pattern)
5. Rough cut out each of the shapes from the parchment paper and place them marker side against the fused side of
the appropriate fabric. Cover the area with a larger piece of parchment or release paper and press with a hot dry
iron. The marker will PRINT onto the fusible web side of the fabric. Let this cool, then remove the parchment or
release paper from the back of the fabric and cut out each shape with sharp embroidery scissors right on the black
line.
6. Place a piece of release paper over the paper pattern and align your Cardinal pieces over the pattern on the
release paper.
Tack fuse the Cardinal together on the release paper.
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7. Place a piece of release paper over the paper pattern and use a white marking pencil to trace the mask and legs of
the Cardinal. Repeat the process above and then cut out these shapes. Cut out one small round shape for the eye
from the black fused fabric.
8. Place the mask, eye and beak on the face of the Cardinal and fuse in place.
Wait to put the legs on until you fuse the whole piece together.
 black mask (#3) black feet and legs (#4) ( numbers correspond with paper pattern)
Marking the trunks, flowers and leaves for the Spring Cardinal.
1. Remove the release paper from the brown trunk fabric.
2. Use a black sharpie marker or white pencil to trace around the outside edge of the trunk shape and each of the
branches for the buds onto a piece of release paper from the paper pattern.
3. Place the marker or pencil side of the paper against the fused side of the brown fabric and press with a hot dry
iron. Let this cool and then remove the paper from the fabric, then cut out the trunk and the individual branches for
the buds.
4. Place the trunk on your background fabric. Eyeball the placement. DO NOT fuse down yet.
5. Set the branches on a piece of release paper and tack fuse in place.
6. Remove the release paper from the pink flower fabric.
7. Place the release paper over the paper pattern. Use a mechanical pencil to trace the outline of each flower and
bud head.
8. Place the pencil side of the drawing against the fused side of the fabric and press with a hot dry iron. Let the
paper cool.
9. Cut out the flower and bud shapes right on the drawn line using sharp scissors.
10. Align the bud heads at the end of the branches, slightly slipping the buds under the brown branch, and tack fuse
these together on a piece of release paper.
11. Place the Cardinal, flowers and the buds on the background fabric on and around the trunk. DO NOT fuse down.
12. Trace the leaves like the flowers and transfer the design to the back of fused green fabric, OR, using a straight
rotary cutter, free form cut the leaf shapes from the green fused fabric. Be sure to use both light and dark green
fabric for the leaves.
13. Place the cut leaf shapes around the flowers on the background fabric.
14. Place the Cardinals legs under the Cardinal’s body, slightly tucking them under his belly and laying them over
the tree trunk.
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15. Once you have the composite the way you like it, use a dry hot iron to tack fuse it in place.
16. From the background fabric, cut four 2” wide strips using a Pinking decorative blade in your rotary cutter.
Lay one on each edge of the quilt.
Making the Winter Cardinal, tree trunk, leaves and berries:
1. Follow the directions for making the Cardinal. Tack fuse the Cardinal to a piece of release paper.
2. Cut out the background fabric 18” x 18” and steam press it. Set it aside on your workspace.
3. Remove the release paper from the brown tree trunk fabric.
4. Use a white marking pencil or black sharpie marker to trace around the shape of the trunk on the winter
Cardinal pattern onto a piece of release paper.
5. Place the pencil side of the release paper against the fused side of the trunk fabric and press with a hot dry
iron.
6. Let the paper cool and remove the paper.
7. Use sharp scissors to cut out directly on the pencil line the shape of the tree trunk.
8. Place the cut out tree trunk on the background fabric. Eye ball the placement. DO NOT FUSE down.
9. Cut the green fuse fat quarter of fabric on the diagonal from corner to corner creating 2 triangles of green
fabric. Place onto your cutting mat the two triangles you just created, one on top of the other with right
sides together and aligning the diagonal edge. Using a straight rotary cutter and long ruler, cut two strips
along the long diagonal edge that are ¼” wide. This will create 4 strips that are each ¼” wide.
10. Starting at the top branch on the left, cut “twig” lengths to tuck under the branches. Lay the ¼” strip down
next to where you want to place it and cut it at an angle with your scissors the length that looks right to you.
Then place and cut the next one on the same side, and so on. Tuck the edges under the trunk, and then do
the other side of the branch. Lightly tack fuse the twigs in place. Work from the top left downward so that
your hand doesn’t disturb the branches you cut first. Once all the twigs are cut, arrange the Cardinal on the
tree trunk branch. Remove any branch that is under the Cardinal’s tail area by clipping it out with your
scissors. Add in the Cardinals legs. Once you are happy with the composition, fuse the design in place.
11. Using sharp scissors, cut out multiple ¼” round berries free form and place around the design. Tack fuse
the berries in place.
12. Add a 2” border (refer to directions below)
13. Place a clean white cloth over the quilt top. Using steam in your iron steam set the design.
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Making the border:
1. From the ½ yard of background fabric you have left, cut it into two quarter yard sections 18” x 18” each.
2. Fuse each fat quarter yard. One you will use for the border and one you will use for the binding for the two
quilts. If you are only going to make one quilt, you only need to fuse one of the fat quarters.
3. Remove the release paper and cut out four strips that are 2” wide. Use a straight edge rotary cutter to make
the first cut, then use a pinking blade to make the second cut, and so on. Each strip should have one straight
cut edge and one decorative cut edge.
4. Lay the four strips around the edge of the background fabric with the straight edges aligning on the outside
edge of the background. The strips will overlap in the corners.
5. Place a clean white cloth over the top of the quilt. Using steam in your iron, steam set the quilt top.
6. Follow the directions for quilting and binding at the end.
Adding in detail:
You can use colored pencils to make quilting marks. Use a hard colored pencil to place feather marks on the
Cardinal. I used an orange colored pencil for this. Use a red or dark pink colored pencil to mark the veins in the
pink flowers and a brown colored pencil to darken the tips of the flower petals where they dip. Be Creative.
Machine quilting your pieces:
1. Place the quilt top on top of your pre-pressed batting and backing fabric and press together. DO NOT STEAM
THIS sandwich.
2. Using matching or variegated thread, outline stitch along the sides of all the straight edged design elements.
Outline stitching is like stitching in the ditch, right next to and not on top of the design element. Do this with the
feed dogs up and a walking foot.
3. Switch to a free motion foot and outline stitch around all the flowers and leaf shapes in Spring Cardinal and the
trunks of the trees.

4.
Free motion quilt the background to your liking. I have used a stipple stitch done in a light weight thread
on the background of each quilt.
5. Be sure and machine quilt your name in the border area. I quilt my name with thread that matches the color of the
fabric I am putting it on.
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6. Press the whole quilt top well with a hot DRY iron. Use a rotary cutter to square up and trim the edges of the
quilt. Add a hanging sleeve and a fused or sewn binding of your choice. Be sure to add a label to your quilt.
Materials needed for binding: You can view a tutorial of this on my website at http://www.friestyle.com/tutorials/fused-binding/
 Decorative rotary blade, such as pinking, wave or scallop. Any blade will work.
 45 mm rotary cutter handle that fits decorative blades
 Regular rotary cutter with plain blade
 Rotary mat
Directions for binding:
 Fuse web onto the back of the fabric to be used for binding.
 Allow it to cool.
 Peel off the paper - Save the paper.
 With a regular blade in your rotary cutter, cut 4 lengths of fabric about 1.5-2 inches longer than needed for
the edge of the quilt.
 With a deckle blade in your rotary cutter (I keep a separate cutter with the deckle blades on them), and using
a ruler as an edge, cut binding at least 1.25 inches wide or wider depending on your preference. Remember,
it will be folded in half.
 Fold the binding in half along the long edge, then use a creasing tool to press it down. DO NOT USE an
IRON at this point.
 Position the binding against one edge of the quilt, butting it into the crease.
 Using a hot dry iron, press into place.
 Do two edges like this. Press on both sides of the quilt and trim at the ends even with the quilt edge.
 With the remaining two edges, position the binding and press it lightly in place just on the top. Place a piece
of release paper under the back edge of the binding.
 On the back side at the ends, fold over the extra ½” of binding so it is flush with the side of the quilt. Place a
small piece of fusible on the top of the fold.
 Fold the rest of the binding to the back and press in place.
 Use decorative threads to top-stitch in place on the front of the binding.
No part of this pattern maybe reproduced or reprinted for commercial use, resale, or any manner without the
written consent from the designer ©.
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Winter Cardinal
No part of this pattern maybe reproduced or
reprinted for commercial use, resale, or any manner
without written consent from the designer
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Cut away
the tree trunk
behind the
cardinal’s tail
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